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Abstract—For the sake of supporting massive connectiv-
ity in future 5G networks, non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA) techniques are advocated. As a promising NOMA
technique, in recent years sparse code multiple access (SCMA)
has attracted substantial attention. However, there is a paucity
of studies on the theoretical analysis of its error-freely achiev-
able data rate, especially in the downlink context. Hence,
we derive the cutoff rate of SCMA in downlink broadcast
channels, which indicates the lower-bound of a system’s error-
freely achievable rate. However, we will demonstrate that
when considering the conventional categorization of pairwise
error events, the accuracy of the cutoff rate rapidly degrades
in the low-SNR region owing to the fact that multi-user SCMA
systems typically encounter an extremely large constellation
size. Alternatively, by invoking Bergmans’ concept from 1973
in the categorization of pairwise error events, we obtain a
more accurate cutoff rate both in the low- and the high-SNR
regions. Moreover, we provide insights into the cutoff rate
derivation process, which reveals some general guidelinesfor
designing a beneficial codebook, capable of improving SCMA
with respect to its original low-density signature (LDS) based
counterpart.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Code-division multiple access (CDMA) constitutes one
of the most successful multi-user communication systems,
allowing a certain number of users to share a common
physical channel, where the users are assigned a unique
user-specific spreading sequence referred to as “signa-
ture”. However, owing to the dispersive channel condi-
tions as well as to the potential correlation amongst the
spreading sequences employed, CDMA encounters both
inter-symbol interference (ISI) and multi-user interference
(MUI). Hence, overcoming these interference problems
becomes a critical design issue of CDMA techniques.
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Apparently, constructing a set of orthogonal user-specific
spreading sequences, e.g. employing the Householder and
Gram-Schmidt algorithms [1], provides a straightforward
solution for synchronous CDMA systems. However, it is
impossible to retain orthogonality, when the number of
users U exceeds the spreading factor. Hence, in order
to support more thanU users, we have to sacrifice the
orthogonality of the signals [2].

In order to design this rank-deficient system, an efficient
solution is to invoke optimum sequence design for meeting
the Welch-bound-equality (WBE) [3]. After early success
in this area [4]–[6], some more sophisticated sequence
design regimes were developed, for example by invoking
hierarchical orthogonal subsets [7], or by adding a feedback
mechanism for adapting the spreading sequences [8], [9].
Another promising technique relies on the design of an
optimum multiuser detector (MUD). This sort of MUD is
capable of approaching the best possible error probability
[10], although at the cost of imposing a high computa-
tional complexity, which severely impairs its practicality.
Consequently, a lot of efforts have been dedicated to
improving Verd́u’s work in [10] for striking a better tradeoff
between the complexity imposed and the achievable error
performance. In simple terms, these MUDs may be cate-
gorized into the class of linear detectors [11]–[13] and that
of nonlinear detectors [14]–[16]. However, none of these
MUDs achieve a satisfactory performance for rank-deficient
systems.

A compelling tradeoff was struck between the com-
plexity and robustness in rank-deficient CDMA systems
by Hoshyaret al. [17] upon combining their novel low-
density signature (LDS) scheme1 with the message passing
algorithm (MPA) of [19], where a large fraction of the
chips within a user-specific signature were assigned zero
values. Hence the number of users interfering with each
other at a specific chip-index was reduced. As a result, the
signal search space involved in the maximum-likelihood
(ML) criterion based chip-level hypothesis testing process
is exponentially reduced. Meanwhile, benefiting from the
sparse nature of every user’s signature, the signature matrix
constituted by all the users’ signatures becomes similar
to the parity-check matrix (PCM) of low-density parity
check codes (LDPC) [20] and consequently lends itself to
detection by the MPA, which hence approached the near-
optimum BER performance demonstrated in [17].

1The LDS is conceptually heralded earlier in [18].



In the original LDS scheme [17], an indicator matrixF
consisting of all binary elements was introduced for repre-
senting the spreading pattern. In more detail, the position
of 1’s in the kth column ofF represents the set of chips
over which thekth user spreads his user data. In the MPA
of LDS schemes, the indicator matrixF plays a similar role
to the PCM of LDPC codes. Hence, arranging for all the
nonzero elements in a column ofF to have identical values
of 1 facilitates employing the belief propagation process
of the MPA. Regretfully however, assigning an identical
value of 1 to all the nonzero elements ofF results in a
situation, where the output chip-sequence of a user, - which
is generated by spreading a modulated symbol of that user
over the associated column ofF - also has identical nonzero
elements. The problem is namely that arranging for all the
nonzero elements of the output chip-sequence of a user
to have the same value impairs the attainable spreading-
induced “coding” gain. Hence arranging for the related
values to be different is expected to lead to higher “coding”
gain. This philosophy was invoked in [21], where the
“diversity” of nonzero elements in the output chip-sequence
of a user is realized by assigning carefully selected different
numbers to the nonzero elements ofF.

Inspired by the above-mentioned contributions [17], [21],
Nikopour et al. [22] suggested a novel multiple access
(MA) strategy, namely the sparse code multiple access
(SCMA), which inherited the sparse binary indicator matrix
F of the original LDS [17], whilst still assigning a fixed
value of unity to all the nonzero elements inF. Then,
the diversity of the nonzero elements in the output chip-
sequence of a user was realized by introducing a multi-
dimensional constellation technique. As a benefit of these
multi-dimensional constellation techniques [23]–[25], the
resultant shaping gain and coding gain provided by the care-
fully constructed multi-dimensional constellations resulted
in the superiority of SCMA over its LDS counterparts.
This improvement of SCMA over its LDS counterpart is
achieved without imposing any extra computational com-
plexity. As a result, the user-specific constellation design
termed as the “codebook design” of the SCMA scheme
was discussed by Taherzadehet al. again in their ensuing
work [26].

As a benefit of its remarkable capability of support-
ing rank-deficient multiuser communications, substantial
efforts have been dedicated to further improving the SCMA
technique [27]–[31]. For instance, Yuet al. attempted to
further narrow the performance discrepancy between the
SCMA system and the single user system, employing
more advanced lattices [27], while Xiaoet al. used more
powerful iterative decoding algorithms [28]. As another
important milestone, Chenet al. further reduced the com-
plexity [29], while the throughput of SCMA operating in
downlink broadcast channels was studied by Nikopouret al.
[30]. However, only experimental results were shown. The
constellation-constrained capacityC of SCMA system was

analyzed in [31]. However, only a point-to-point AWGN
channel was considered and no closed-form solution was
found. On the other hand, the cutoff rateR0 obtained by
Gallager in [32] quantified the data rate for a given SNR,
below which reliable communication does become possi-
ble even with the aid of randomly generated codewords,
provided that the length of codewords tends to infinity.
Since we haveR0 ≤ C, the cutoff rate is also regarded as
the lower-bound of a system’s error-free data rate [33]. In
contrast to capacity, the cutoff rate is typically formulated
as a closed-form bound, but it becomes inaccurate at low
SNRs owing to relying on the union bound approximation
of [34].

Against this background, our major contributions are:

• By invoking the cloud concept introduced in [35] for
the categorization of pairwise error events and by
exploiting Ḧolder’s inequality [36], we obtained an
appropriate approximation of the cutoff rate of SCMA
downlink broadcast channels for both AWGN and
Rayleigh fading scenarios, which has a closed-from
and remains accurate even at low SNRs.

• We provide deep insights into our cutoff rate derivation
process, and conceive general guidelines for designing
high-performance SCMA codebooks for improving
SCMA compared to the LDS technique.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Our system
model is introduced in Section II, where the concept of
cloud partitioning of the synthetic SCMA codebook is also
illustrated. The derivation of cutoff rate is provided in
Section III and its accuracy is confirmed by simulations.
Then, in Section IV, a range of insights into our cutoff rate
derivations are offered. Finally, we conclude in Section V.

Notation: Lowercase and capital characters, both in bold-
face are used to represent vectors and matrices, respectively.
Calligraphic characters such asX represent constellation
alphabets.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND CLOUD PARTITIONING OF THE

SYNTHETIC SCMA CODEBOOK

A. System Model

The multiuser SCMA downlink is considered for broad-
casting user-specific information from the base station (BS)
to U mobile users (MUs), as depicted in Fig.1, which spans
a SCMA transmission block. Observe at the BS of Fig.1
that the information bits destined for theuth MU are firstly
mapped to anN -dimensional constellation pointcu, which
is selected from its original complex-valued constellation
alphabetCu ⊂ CN with an equal probability. Let anΩ-
dimensional vectorsu = [s1u, s2u, . . . , sΩu] denote the
sparse signature adopted for theuth MU. Then, similar
to [22], a binary mapping matrixV ∈ BΩ×N can be
obtained by omitting all the zero-columns ofdiag (su).
Consequently, the spreading process invoked for theuth
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Fig. 1: System model of the SCMA downlink spanning a
single transmission block, where the SCMA encoding pro-
cess implemented at the BS is visualized. A configuration of
N = 2,Ω = 4, U = 6,Mu = 4 is adopted as an example.

MU at the BS may be formulated as2

xu = Vcu, (1)

where the set of spread multidimensional constella-
tion points xu constitute the final complex-valuedΩ-
dimensional constellation alphabetXu of the uth MU,
which will be referred to as the “uth user-specific SCMA
codebook” herein. Moreover, letMu = |Xu| represent its
cardinality, where it is assumed that all the user-specific
SCMA codebooks have the same dimension ofΩ.

Observe at the BS of Fig.1 that the spread constellation
points of all MUs, i.e.{xu}Uu=1, are further multiplexed
overΩ shared orthogonal channel resources, such as TDMA
time-slots or OFDM tones. Hence the final overlapped
symbol spanningΩ channel resources is given by
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Consequently, theΩ-dimensional constellation alphabet
consists of all the possible values ofx in (2), which may
be represented byX , namely by the “synthetic SCMA
codebook”.

In more depth,Pu denotes the power available for the

uth MU, while E

(

∥

∥

∥

∑U

u=1 xu

∥

∥

∥

2
)

represents the power

averaged over all constellation points given by the sum

2In SCMA encoder, the information bits destined for a MU may be
further divided into multiple data streams. Each of the datastream requires
a specific signature and hence invokes an additional column in the SCMA
signature matrix, which was interpreted as occupying a SCMAlayer in
[22], [30]. Without loss of generality, throughout this paper, we assume
that a MU only utilizes a single SCMA layer.

of
∑U

u=1 xu. Hence, the amplification factorfam =
√

∑U

u=1 Pu/E
(

‖·‖2
)

in (2) is introduced for constraining

the average power of signals to the total available power
of all U MUs, which will be finally transmitted by the BS.
Furthermore, as stated in [17], [21], in order to guarantee
having a unique output by the MPA employed in the SCMA
detector, the synthetic SCMA codebook has to ensure that
no pair of different permutations of{xu}Uu=1 yields the
samex of (2). Hence the synthetic SCMA codebook has
to satisfy the following properties

∀ xu ∈ Xu :
(

{x′
u}

U
u=1 6= {x′′

u}
U
u=1

)

⇒

(

U
∑

u=1

x′
u 6=

U
∑

u=1

x′′
u

)

;

|X | = M =

U
∏

u=1

Mu. (3)

Naturally, every mobile user has to store the synthetic
SCMA codebook for invoking the MPA algorithm.

According to the above properties, the received signal of
the uth MU in Fig.1, is given by

yu = hu

(

fam

U
∑

u=1

xu

)

+ nu, (4)

wherehu = [h1u, h2u, . . . , hΩu]
T represents the channel’s

impulse response (CIR) for theΩ channel resources of the
BS-to-uth MU link. Then, nu = [n1u, n2u, . . . , nΩu]

T is
the complex-valued AWGN noise vector imposed on the
uth MU, whose elements are independent and obeynωu ∼

CN (0, σ2).
In the forthcoming description, our analyses will be

carried on in a range of steps as follows:

1) The proposed novel partitioning of the synthetic
SCMA codebook is illustrated in Section II-B.

2) The original formulation of the cutoff rate of our
system is derived in Section III-A.

3) The approximations of the original formulas obtained
in last step are discussed in Section III-B.

4) The accuracy of these approximations are verified in
Section III-C.

B. Could Partitioning of the Synthetic SCMA Codebook

According to (2), (4), the signal transmitted by the BS of
Fig.1 carries the joint message of all MUs. Theuth MU’s
receiver seen in Fig.1 is capable of completely recovering
this joint message based on an observation ofyu in (4).
However, recovering the joint message is not necessary,
since theuth MU only requires the message carried in
the specific componentxu of x as its valid information.
Explicitly, instead of decoding the joint messagex, it will
only focus on correctly decodingxu. Hence, from the
perspective of theuth MU, the set of constellation pointsx
having the same component of “xu = xu[m]”3 constitutes

3xu[m] represents the value ofxu specified as themth legitimate
constellation point inXu.



a sub-alphabet of the synthetic SCMA codebook, namely
X|xu[m], which may be formulated as

X|xu[m] =
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wherex|xu[m] represents an element ofX|xu[m].
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Fig. 2: Partitioning of the synthetic SCMA codebook from
the perspective of theuth MU, whereMu = 4 is adopted
as an example. The synthetic SCMA codebook consists of
all filled dots, while theuth user-specific SCMA codebook
consists of all solid triangles, which are regarded as virtual
cloud centers.

The resultant group of{X|xu[m]}
Mu

m=1 actually realizes
a partitioning of the synthetic SCMA codebookX , which
is visualized in Fig.2, whereX|xu[m] represents the “mth

constellation point cloud (CP-Cloud)” of theuth MU.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig.2,xu[m] may be labelled as
the virtual center of themth CP-Cloud. Hence, if we only
concentrate our attention on the cloud centers of Fig.2, they
happen to construct theuth user-specific SCMA codebook
Xu. As a result, atuth MU, the decoding process becomes
equivalent to determining the specific CP-Cloud, which the
received signalyu belongs to.

III. A PPROXIMATION OFCUTOFF RATE: DERIVATIONS

AND VERIFICATIONS

A. Preliminaries

We assume that duringL SCMA transmission blocks,
a subset of size2k is selected from all the possible
symbol sequences having a length ofL, namelyX L

u , for
transmittingk information bits of theuth MU. Its elements
XL

u =
[

x1
u,x

2
u, . . . ,x

L
u

]

are referred to as codewords,

where the component ofx`
u is the spread constellation point

defined in (1), which is broadcast by the BS during the`th

SCMA transmission block. We assumed furthermore that all
the codewords and their associated components are drawn
independently from the probability density function (PDF)
P
(

XL
u

)

=
∏L

`=1 p
(

x`
u

)

. According to the system model
of Section II-A, the codewordXL

u is actually embedded in
XL =

[

x1,x2, . . . ,xL
]

, which is the final symbol sequence
broadcast by the BS4. However, as mentioned in Section
II-B, instead of determining which specific instantiation of
XL is transmitted in the SCMA downlink of Fig.1, the
uth MU only attempts to decode its information-bearing
codewordsXL

u .
Hence, similar to [33], the pairwise error probability of

the codewords averaged over the set of randomly generated
codewordsX L

u observed atuth MU is given by

PXL
u→XL

u
′

≤
L
∏

`=1





∑

x`
u∈Xu

∑

x`
u
′∈Xu

p
(

x`
u

)

p
(

x`
u

′
)

∆λ
x`
u→x`

u
′



 , (6)

=

(

∑

xu∈Xu

∑

xu
′∈Xu

p (xu)p (xu
′)∆λ

xu→xu
′

)L

, λ > 0,

(7)

whereXL
u → XL

u

′
represents a pairwise error event, when

XL
u is transmitted, but during the ML detection, it is

incorrectly decoded toXL
u

′
. Then, the equivalence between

(6) and (7) relies on the assumption thatp
(

x`
u

)

obeys an
i.i.d distribution andx`

u has the same alphabet ofXu,
regardless of its block index̀. Furthermore,∆λ

xu→xu
′

is the Chernov parameter defined in [33, 6.8-10]. Conse-
quently, the codeword-level error probability averaged over
the ensemble ofX L

u for the uth MU is given by

Pe ≤
∑

XL
u

′
∈X

L
u

XL
u

′
6=XL

u

PXL
u→XL

u
′ =

(

2k − 1
)

·PXL
u→XL

u
′

≤ 2LRc ·PXL
u→XL

u
′ ≤ 2−L(R0(p,λ)−Rc), λ > 0,

(8)

where we have2k = 2L· k
L = 2LRc , while Rc = k

L

represents the coding rate expressed in terms of bits per
multidimensional signal period. Moreover, we stipulate that
R0(p, λ) = − log2

[

E
[

∆λ
xu→xu

′

]]

.
As shown in (8), provided that we haveRc ≤ R0(p, λ),

Pe of theuth MU is reduced to an infinitesimally low value,
if the codeword lengthL tends to∞, which means that
reliable communication is achieved. Hence the maximized
R0(p, λ) in (8) provides a reasonable bound forRc, below
which reliable communications become possible. It is also
referred to as the cutoff rate and formulated as

R0 = max
p(xu)

sup
λ>0

R0(p, λ). (9)

4x` is the synthetic constellation point defined in (2) and its superscript
` indicates the associated transmission block index.



Since symmetric channels are involved in our system
model, it has been shown in [33] that the maximization
of R0(p, λ) in (9) is achieved by assigningλ = 1

2 and
employing the uniform distribution ofp (xu) = 1

Mu
.

Correspondingly, by exploiting (7), (8), and (9), we arrive
at5

R0 = − log2









Mu
∑

m=1,
∈Xu

Mu
∑

n=1,
∈Xu

p (xu[m])p (x′
u[n])∆m→n









,

(10)
where∆m→n is a simplified notation of the Bhatacharyya
parameter∆xu[m]→x′

u[n]
defined in [33], which is given by

∆m→n =
∫ [∫

√

p (y,h | xu[m])p (y,h | x′
u[n]) dy

]

dh. (11)

The variables “y,h” utilized in (11) have the same
definitions as that stipulated in (4). Since throughout this
section we always concentrate on a specific MU, the origi-
nal subscriptu is omitted for compactness of expression in
Section III. We assume that perfect channel state estimation
is available at the receiver represented by the channel
impulse response (CIR)h. Furthermore,p (y,h | xu[m])

in (11) equals to the average probability that a certain
pair of y,h are observed at the receiver, given that an
arbitrary symbol pertaining to themth CP-Cloud of Fig.2
is transmitted. According to this definition and with the aid
of Bayes’s theorem, the Bhatacharyya parameter may be
rewritten as (12), (13).

According to the philosophy behind the Bhatacharyya
parameter [33], as indicated by the under-braces in (12),
the components under the square-root operation in (12) ac-
tually represent a cloud-style categorization of the pairwise
error events, which is in accordance with the cloud-style
codebook partitioning demonstrated in Fig.2. It implies that
only the specific decision, which results in an inter-cloud-
transition in Fig.2 will constitute an error-event. Hence,the
number of decision regions involved in the ML detection
process becomes identical to that of the CP-Clouds.

B. Approximation of Cutoff Rate for Both AWGN and
Rayleigh Channels

Recall from Section III-A that in the integral of
(13) a square root of the double sum of the products
“p (y | h,x[i])p (y | h,x′[j])” is involved. For example,
in a SCMA system supporting 6 MUs, where every MU

5In (10), the complete form of
Mu∑

m=1,
∈Xu

Mu∑

n=1,
∈Xu

is actually

Mu∑

m=1,
xu[m]∈Xu

Mu∑

n=1,

x
′
u[n]∈Xu

. The subscript of the summations was simplified

here for the sake of arriving at a compact formula that fits into a single
journal column. This operation will be also applied to othersimilar
equations.

employs a common modulation order ofMu = 4, the
number of these products under the square-root operation
in (13) is close toM2

|u = 220, which makes it excessively
complex to directly solve the associated integral in (13).
Hence, we will attempt to obtain reasonable bounds for the
system’s cutoff rate. Furthermore, according to the specific
form of the Bhatacharyya parameter of (11), we conclude
that ∀m = n : ∆m→n = 1. Hence we may pay more
attention to the situations ofm 6= n during the ensuing
analysis.

1) In AWGN Channels:After applying Ḧolder’s inequal-
ity [36] to (12), we arrive at6

√

√

√

√

√

√

M|u
∑

i=1,∈
X|xu[m]

p (y | x[i])

M|u
∑

j=1,∈
X|xu[n]

p (y | x′[j])

≥

M|u
∑

i,j=1,
(i,j)∈P

√

p (y | x[i])p (y | x′[j]). (14)

The right-hand side of (14) hasM|u products. In more
detail, we firstly select a pair of filled dots in Fig.2
by ensuring that one comes from themth CP-Cloud,
while the other from thenth CP-Cloud. This pair of
synthetic constellation points may be simply labeled by
(i, j) and determines one of these product items given
by p (y | x[i])p (y | x′[j]). Then, similarly, we select the
second pair of filled dots from the remaining part of the
mth CP-Cloud as well as from the remaining part of the
nth CP-Cloud, respectively, for formulating another product
item. This procedure continues, until all theM|u pairs of
(i, j) have become specified. Obviously, a set ofM|u pairs
of (i, j) obtained throughout the above-mentioned process
completes a point-to-point pairing between two different
CP-Clouds of Fig. 2, yielding the set ofP in (14). The
number of all possible pairing patterns is identical to that
of all possible permutations ofM|u objects, which is given
by the factorialM|u!.

Since AWGN channels are considered, bothh andp(h)
in (12) may be fixed to unity. Hence, after substituting the

6We have considered a range of classical inequalities and found that
Hölder’s inequality provides the tightest bound in the set considered.
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inequality of (14) into (12), we arrive at
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≥
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4N0
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(πN0)
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∣
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N0 dy

=
1

M|u

M|u
∑

i,j=1;
(i,j)∈P

e−
|x[i]−x′[j]|2

4N0 , (16)

where (15) is based on the fact thatp (y | x) is the joint
PDF of Ω multivariate Gaussian random variables. These
multivariate Gaussian random variables have been referred
to in the sentences below (4) andN0 = σ2. Then, with the
aid of (16), we are capable of obtaining a range of lower
bounds of∆m→n, where each of them is associated with
a particular pairing patternP. However, in order to derive
the tightest possible bound, we have to maximize the right-
hand side of (16). Hence we may opt for

∆m→n

∣

∣

Lower

AWGN
= argmax

P

1

M|u

M|u
∑

i,j=1;
(i,j)∈P

e
−

|x[i]−x′[j]|2

4N0

=
1

M|u

M|u
∑

i,j=1;
(i,j)∈Pm,n

e
−

|x[i]−x′[j]|2

4N0 , (17)

wherePm,n is the optimum point-to-point pairing pattern
between themth and nth CP-Clouds in Fig.2, which
maximizes the right-hand side of (16) and hence results
in a reasonable lower bound of∆m→n. Furthermore, for
a given synthetic SCMA codebook,Pm,n is significantly
affected both by the particular choice of the pair of CP-
Cloud indicesm,n and by the actual SNR value. The
method of findingPm,n will be demonstrated later in
Section IV.

Upon substituting (17) into (10), and exploiting the
monotonicity of (10), as well as bearing in mind that

∀m = n : ∆m→n = 1, we obtain an upper-bound of
the cutoff rateR0 for the SCMA downlink operating in
AWGN channels, which may be formulated as (18).

Then, for the sake of deriving the lower bound of the
cutoff rate, we may invoke the following simple inequality

√

√

√

√

√

√

M|u
∑

i=1,∈
X|xu[m]

M|u
∑

j=1,∈
X|xu[n]

p (y | x[i])p (y | x′[j])

≤

M|u
∑

i=1,∈
X|xu[m]

M|u
∑

j=1,∈
X|xu[n]

√

p (y | x[i])p (y | x′[j]). (19)

After substituting (19) into (13) and fixingh,p (h) to unity
for AWGN channels, we arrive at

∆m→n

≤
1

M|u

M|u
∑

i=1,∈
X|xu[m]

M|u
∑

j=1,∈
X|xu[n]

∫

√

p (y | x[i])p (y | x′[j]) dy,

=
1

M|u

M|u
∑

i=1,∈
X|xu[m]

M|u
∑

j=1,∈
X|xu[n]

e
−

|x[i]−x′[j]|2

4N0 , (20)

where the derivation of the integral invoked in (20) is the
same as that in (15), (16). Similarly, after substituting (20)
into (10), and exploiting its monotonicity as well as the fact
of ∀m = n : ∆m→n = 1, a lower bound of the cutoff rate
R0 is obtained, which may be formulated as (21).

2) In Rayleigh Channels:Similar to the strategy ex-
ploited in Section III-B1, Ḧolder’s inequality is applied to
the generalized formula of∆m→n in (12) again. In contrast
to the above AWGN scenario, the major difference is
constituted by replacing the fixed value ofh by a Rayleigh
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random variable. Hence we arrive at

∆m→n ≥
1

M|u
×

M|u
∑

i,j=1;
(i,j)∈R

∫

p(h)

[∫

√

p (y | h,x[i])p (y | h,x′[j]) dy

]

dh

(22)

=
1

M|u

M|u
∑

i,j=1;
(i,j)∈R

∫ ∞

0

p(h) · e−
h2|x[i]−x′[j]|2

4N0 dh (23)

=
1

M|u

M|u
∑

i,j=1;
(i,j)∈R

∫ ∞

0

Ω
∏

ω

e−
h2
ω |x[i]ω−x′[j]ω |2

4N0 ·
hω

σ2
· e−

h2
ω

2σ2 dhω

(24)

=
1

M|u

M|u
∑

i,j=1;
(i,j)∈R

Ω
∏

ω

1

1 + |x[i]ω−x′[j]ω |2·2σ2

4N0

, (25)

where the concept of point-to-point pairing
between two different CP-Clouds of Fig.2 is
employed again in (22). Furthermore, we have
p(y|h,x[i]) = 1

(πN0)
Ω exp

(

− |y−h·x[i]|2

N0

)

. For the
sake of avoiding any ambiguity, in Rayleigh fading
scenarios, a pairing pattern consisting ofM|u pairs of
(i, j) is referred to asR, which is discriminated fromP

in (16). Then, the inner integral shown on the right-hand
side of (22) can be solved with the aid of a similar
derivation to that in (15) and (16), where additionally,h is
regarded to be a constant coefficient throughout the inner
integration. In (24), the subscript ofω represents the index
of the associated dimension. For example,x[i]ω denotes
the specific component ofx[i] at theωth dimension. If we
assume a normalized Rayleigh distribution, we arrive at
E
(

h2
ω

)

= 2σ2 = 1.

Again, substituting different pairing patternsR into (25)
will result in diverse lower bounds. In the same spirit as
in (17), we opt for the optimum symbol-pairing pattern
of Rm,n for Rayleigh fading scenarios, which is capable
of maximizing the right-hand side of (25) and yields the

tightest bound as

∆m→n

∣

∣

Lower

Ray.
=

1

M|u

M|u
∑

i,j=1;
(i,j)∈Rm,n

Ω
∏

ω

1

1 + |x[i]ω−x′[j]ω|2

4N0

.

(26)

The method of obtainingRm,n will be elaborated on later
in Section IV.

Now, by substituting (26) into (10), as well as by
exploiting the monotonicity of (10), we arrive at a plausible
upper-bound ofR0 for the SCMA downlink in Rayleigh
channels, which may be formulated as (27).

Then, we proceed by deriving the lower bound ofR0

for Rayleigh fading scenarios. We find that the philosophy
invoked for approaching (21) may be exploited again here.
To elaborate a little further, when applying the inequality
shown in (19), the additional random variableh is invoked.
Hence, for Rayleigh fading scenarios, (20) may be rewritten
as

∆m→n ≤
1

M|u

M|u
∑

i=1,∈
X|xu[m]

M|u
∑

j=1,∈
X|xu[n]

Ω
∏

ω

1

1 + |x[i]ω−x′[j]ω|2

4N0

,

(28)
where the derivation of the integral shown in (25) is used
again.

Finally, after substituting (28) into (10), as well as by
exploiting its monotonicity again, a plausible lower bound
of R0 is obtained for the SCMA downlink in Rayleigh
fading channels , which may be formulated as (29).

C. Verification of the Bounds Derived

We will now verify the cutoff rate bounds in the follow-
ing steps:

• The straightforward relationship between the cutoff
rate and the union bound of symbol error probability
(SEP) is explicitly outlined.

• Verifying the lower- and upper-bounds of cutoff rate
may then be readily transformed to verifying the
upper- and lower-bounds of the SEP union bound,
respectively.

• The associated verifications will be provided in Fig.3
and in Fig.5.

• The high accuracy of our approximation of the cutoff
rate will be evidenced again more directly in Fig.7 and
Fig.8.
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As mentioned in Section I, the cutoff rate quantifies
the data rate, below which reliable transmission becomes
possible. SinceR0

∣

∣

Lower
given in (21) or (29) is not higher

thanR0, this cutoff rate function remains valid after replac-
ing R0 by its lower bound ofR0

∣

∣

Lower
. However, a loose

lower bound may impair the practicality of this prediction.
Hence the discrepancy betweenR0

∣

∣

Lower
andR0 is critical.

On the other hand, replacingR0 by its upper bound of
R0

∣

∣

Upper
given in (18) or (27) may result in predicting an

optimistic data rate. As stated in Section I, the relationship
between the cutoff rate and the system’s capacityC obeys
R0 ≤ C. Hence, if the upper boundR0

∣

∣

Upper
we derived

is sufficiently tight, it may only slightly exceed the value
of R0 and still be less than the system’s capacity. Hence it
may be regarded as a satisfactory approximation ofR0.

According to above analysis, let us now verify, whether
the system’s reliable data rate predicted byR0

∣

∣

Upper
is still

lower than the actually achievable level. If this is true, then
the discrepancy betweenR0

∣

∣

Upper
and R0

∣

∣

Lower
will be

further investigated.

As demonstrated in (8), the concept of cutoff rate is
exploited by the derivation process of our error probability
bound. More explicitly, based on the CP-Cloud concept
illustrated in Fig.2 and on the union bound concept [33],
we may arrive at

pe ≤
1

Mu

Mu
∑

m=1,
∈Xu

Mu
∑

n=1, 6=m,
∈Xu

∆m→n = UB, (30)

wherepe represents the actual average multidimensional-
symbol error probability (M-SEP) at a MU. Then, the right-
hand side of (30) represents the union bound ofpe, which
may be abbreviated as “UB” for simplicity.

In Section III-B, the inequalities (14), (19) were invoked
for reducing or increasing the Bhatacharyya parameter of
∆m→n, as shown in (16), (20), which further result in
the upper or lower bounds of the cutoff rate, respectively.
Similarly, if we substitute the same lower- and upper-
bounding algebraic operations of∆m→n into (30), we
obtain the lower and upper estimates of theUB. In the

case of the AWGN scenario, we have

UB ≥

Mu
∑

m=1,
∈Xu

Mu
∑

n=1, 6=m,
∈Xu

1

Mu









1

M|u

M|u
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(i,j)∈Pm,n

e
−

|x[i]−x′[j]|2

4N0









,

(31)
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.

(32)

The right-hand sides of (31) and (32) may be simply termed
asUB

∣

∣

Lower

AWGN
andUB

∣

∣

Upper

AWGN
, respectively.

According to the close relationship between the system’s
error performance and cutoff rate as demonstrated in (8),
as well as by comparing (31) and (32) to (18) and (21),
we may claim that verifying whether the system’s reliable
data rate predicted byR0

∣

∣

Upper
is still lower than the

actually achievable level is equivalent to verifying whether
the system’s M-SEP predicted byUB

∣

∣

Lower

AWGN
is still higher

than the actual performance ofpe. These observations
reflect the effectiveness of the approximation of∆m→n

shown in (16) or (25).
Furthermore,R0

∣

∣

Upper

AWGN
of (18) andR0

∣

∣

Upper

Ray.
of (27)

as well asUB
∣

∣

Lower

AWGN
of (31) are all derived by invoking

Hölder’s inequality to approximate∆m→n. Hence, in order
to emphasize this primary common characteristic among
them, we can readily refer to these bounds as the ap-
proximate Chernov bound (Approxi. CB) in the ensuing
simulations. Similarly, all the loose bounds, e.g.R0

∣

∣

Lower

AWGN

of (21),R0

∣

∣

Lower

Ray.
of (29), as well asUB

∣

∣

Upper

AWGN
of (32), may

be generally termed as relaxed Chernov bounds (Relaxed
CB). The system parameters employed during our ensuing
Monte-Carlo simulation-based verifications are summarized
in Table I. More particularly, for the sake of a fair com-
parison to the family of orthogonal multiple access (OMA)
systems in our forthcoming simulations, the SNR observed
in a specific dimension (one orthogonal CR) of a single MU
in an OMA system is regarded as our SNR criterion, i.e. we
haveSNR = Pu

N0
. Correspondingly, owing to introducing

the amplification factorfam into (2), the average power of a



signal transmitted by the BS is
∑U

u=1 Pu. This power is dis-
tributed among a number ofΩ dimensions and we assume
in Section II-A that the complex-valued noise imposed on
every channel resource dimension obeysnω ∼ CN (0, N0).
We may also assume that every MU has the same available
power. Hence, according to the above-mentioned power
allocation scheme, the actual SNR observed in a particular
dimension of a SCMA MU with respect to an OMA system
is given byU·Pu

Ω·N0
= f ·SNR, which is in accordance with the

multiplexing and diversity capability of the SCMA system.

Full-rank Rank-deficient
Number of MUs U = 4 U = 6

Selected MU The Worst The Worst
Orthogonal CRs Ω = 4 Ω = 4

Normalized User-load f = 100% f = 150%

MA Technique SCMA
Channel Model AWGN or Rayleigh
Maximum Samples 107 (SCMA Transmission Blocks)
SNR Pu/N0

Size of EveryXu Mu = 4

TABLE I: System Parameters

In the spirit of our previous analysis in the early part of
Section III-C, the theoretical results of M-SEP are verified
by simulations in Fig.3, where again, “Relaxed CB” rep-
resents the theoretical M-SEP predicted byUB

∣

∣

Upper

AWGN
and

“Approxi. CB” is the one given byUB
∣

∣

Lower

AWGN
. Moreover,

“Prac. ML Det.” indicates the actual performance obtained
by ML detection.

Observe in Fig.3 that throughout the entire SNR region,
the theoretical M-SER given by “Approxi. CB” is always
higher than the associated simulation-based performance
represented by “Prac. ML Det.”, regardless of whether the
full-rank or the rank-deficient scenario is considered. Hence
(31) constitutes an effective upper bound ofpe, which con-
firms the accuracy of the approximation of∆m→n shown
in (16) and implies that the reliable data rate predicted by
R0

∣

∣

Upper

AWGN
of (18) may still be lower than the system’s

actually achieved rate. In other words,R0

∣

∣

Upper

AWGN
of (18)

will most probably not violate the system’s capacity. Hence
R0

∣

∣

Upper

AWGN
may be regarded as a satisfactory approximation

of R0 in AWGN scenarios.
Then, it is demonstrated in Fig.3 that in the same loading

scenario, the curve of “Approxi. CB” and that of “Relaxed
CB” merge with each other in the high-SNR region of
SNR ≥ 15 dB. But the “Approxi. CB” bound gets signifi-
cantly more close to the associated practical performance in
the moderate and low-SNR regions ofSNR ≤ 13 dB, where
it demonstrates higher accuracy. This implies that the bound
of R0

∣

∣

Upper

AWGN
given in (18) will retain its accuracy both in

the low- and high- SNR regions. By contrast, the accuracy
of R0

∣

∣

Lower

AWGN
given in (21) erodes in the low-SNR region.

This is evidenced in Fig 4, where both the approximation
of R0 given byR0

∣

∣

Upper

AWGN
and that given byR0

∣

∣

Lower

AWGN
are

Fig. 3: Theoretical vs Simulation-based M-SEP perfor-
mance, where the system parameters shown in Table I are
adopted. Furthermore, all the “Approxi. CB” curves are
calculated according to (31), while those of “Relaxed CB”
curves are obtained according to (32).

explicit.
In more detail, for instance, observe in the context of

the right-most dotted curve of Fig 4, which corresponds to
R0

∣

∣

Lower

AWGN
in a rank-deficient scenario that it is capable of

approaching the right-most dashed curve forSNR ≥ 15 dB.
However, its accuracy rapidly decays upon reducing the
SNR. It even suggests having a negative throughput for
SNR values below7 dB, although the curve is not drawn
below 0 bits/s.

We conclude that the experimental results recorded in
AWGN scenarios are in line with our arguments provided at
the beginning of this subsection. Hence we may claim that
R0

∣

∣

Upper
indeed represents a satisfactory approximation of

R0. This conclusion retains its validity also in Rayleigh
fading scenarios, which may be verified by the associated
simulation results shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6. Explicitly, both
the comparison between the theoretical M-SEP and the
practical M-SEP shown in Fig.5 and the approximations of
the cutoff rate shown in Fig.6 demonstrate trends similar to
those exhibited both in Fig.3 and Fig.4. Furthermore, we
would like to emphasize that the same system parameters
as those listed in Table I are employed again in Fig.5
and Fig.6, except that the AWGN channels are replaced
by the Rayleigh fading channels. Correspondingly, the
curves labelled by “Approxi. CB” and “Relaxed CB” in
Fig.5 are given by the theoretical M-SEP predicted by
UB
∣

∣

Lower

Ray.
andUB

∣

∣

Upper

Ray.
, respectively. Similar to (31) and

(32), UB
∣

∣

Lower

Ray.
andUB

∣

∣

Upper

Ray.
may be readily obtained by



Fig. 4: Estimates of the reliable data rate of a single
MU in AWGN channels. The theoretical results calculated
according toR0

∣

∣

Upper

AWGN
in (18) are denoted by “Approxi.

CB” and those obtained according toR0

∣

∣

Lower

AWGN
in (21) are

denoted by “Relaxed CB”.

simply substituting (25) and (28) into (30), respectively.
Therefore, their specific formulae are omitted due to space-
limitations.

IV. I NSIGHTS OFCUTOFF RATE DERIVATION

In this section, we firstly visualize both the advantage
and disadvantage of the SCMA system by comparing its
achievable error-free date rate to both that of the OMA and
LDS systems. Then, a beneficial method of generating an
appropriate pairing patternP for the sake of tightening
the upper bound of cutoff rate is provided. Furthermore,
the benefit of employing our cloud-style categorization of
the pairwise error events is revealed. Finally, the specific
impact of the product distance distribution is demonstrated.

A. Comparison among cutoff rates of SCMA, LDS, and
OMA

As mentioned in Section I, the cutoff rate constitutes a
reliable metric of predicting the superiority or inferiority
of different systems. It was also discussed in Section I
that LDS constitutes another important NOMA technique,
which may in fact be regarded as the root of the SCMA
scheme. Hence, we will compare the cutoff rate of a single
MU in the downlink of SCMA system both to that of the
LDS system, as well as to that of the OMA system.

This comparison is shown both in Fig.7 and in Fig.8,
where the system parameters listed in Table I are employed.
Herein, the concept of both the regular LDS and that of the

Fig. 5: Theoretical vs simulation results in terms of M-SEP,
where the AWGN channels considered in Fig.3 are replaced
by Rayleigh fading channels.

Fig. 6: Estimates of the reliable data rate of a single MU in
Rayleigh fading channels. The theoretical results calculated
according toR0

∣

∣

Upper

Ray
in (27) are denoted by “Approxi.

CB” and those obtained according toR0

∣

∣

Lower

Ray
in (29) are

denoted by “Relaxed CB”.



irregular LDS introduced in [31] is employed, which are ab-
breviated as “Re. LDS” and “Irre. LDS”, respectively. Then,
the classic 4-ary QAM constellation is employed by the MU
of the OMA system for AWGN channels. By contrast, in
Rayleigh fading channels, the conventional 4-ary QAM is
replaced by its rotated version as advocated in [25, Fig.1].
Furthermore, the reliable data rate of every multiple access
regime involved in Fig.7 and Fig.8 is evaluated according
to the same philosophy as demonstrated in (21).

Fig. 7: Comparison among SCMA, LDS and orthogonal
multiple access (OMA) in the scenario of AWGN channels,
where the reliable data rate of a single MU in each system
is adopted as our metric, which is calculated by exploiting
(21).

It is demonstrated in Fig.7 that SCMA outperforms
both the regular LDS and the irregular LDS right across
the entire SNR region both in AWGN and in Rayleigh
fading channels. However, none of the NOMA techniques
is capable of outperforming the OMA technique in terms
of a single MU’s performance. For example, as shown in
Fig.8, even though the performance of SCMA gets close
to that of OMA in Rayleigh fading channels, it still cannot
exceed its orthogonal counterpart. The fundamental reason
behind this trend will be revealed in Section IV-B1.

B. Seek of an Appropriate Pairing Pattern for Tightening
the Upper Bound of Cutoff Rate

As stated in Section III-B, the accuracy of our approx-
imation of the cutoff rate is determined by the specific
selection of the pairing pattern, namely ofP or R for
AWGN or Rayleigh fading channels, respectively. However,
the search for the optimum pairing pattern defined in
(17) or in (26) would impose an excessive computational

Fig. 8: Comparison among SCMA, LDS and OMA in the
scenario of Rayleigh fading channels, where the reliable
data rate of a single MU in each system is adopted as our
metric, which is calculated by exploiting (21).

complexity. Hence meritorious near-optimum solutions will
be discussed in this subsection. We will first consider the
AWGN scenario and then extend the associated methods
to the Rayleigh fading scenario. Furthermore, a range of
conclusions related to the SCMA system and the particular
choice of the pairing pattern will also be drawn.

Firstly, let us focus our attention on the AWGN scenario.
As defined in (17),Pm,n represents the optimum symbol-
wise pairing pattern between themth andnth CP-Clouds
in Fig.2, which aims for maximizing the right-hand side of
(16). Choosing the appropriate pairing pattern constitutes
a critical factor in terms of generating a satisfactory ap-
proximation of the cutoff rate, as evidenced in Fig.3 and
Fig.4.

In order to clarify the method of determiningPm,n, let
us observe Fig.2 again. Recall that there areM|u solid dots
in every CP-Cloud, which correspond to the elements of
every sub-alphabet ofX|xu[m],m = 1, 2, . . . and are also
denoted asx[i] or x′[j] from (12) onward. We may index
the solid dots of every CP-Cloud in the same order, which
implies that a pair of dots pertaining to different CP-Clouds
but having the same index within the cloud will also have
the same component of

∑U
v=1
v 6=u

xv in (5). As a result,x[i]

andx′[j] involved in (17) exhibits the explicit property that
∣

∣x[i]− x′[i]
∣

∣

2
= f2

am ·
∣

∣xu[m]− xu[n]
∣

∣

2
, (33)

which means that the Euclidean distance between a pair of
solid dots having the same index equals to the Euclidean
distance between their cloud centers. This Euclidean dis-
tance is also termed as “Distance of Cloud-Centers” and



illustrated in Fig.2.
Then, we invoke a squared matrixDEuc ∈ RM|u×M|u ,

whose elements at theith row, jth column are given by

DEuc(i, j) = e−
|x[i]−x′[j]|2

4N0 , (34)

where the expression at the right-hand side comes from
(16). Hence the matrixDEuc hasM|u rows and each row
index is related to an ordered index of a solid dot in the
mth CP-Cloud. Similarly,DEuc hasM|u columns and each
column index is related to an ordered index of a solid dot
in thenth CP-Cloud.

According to the above stipulations in Section IV-B,
the general procedure of constructing a legitimate point-
to-point pairing pattern ofP, which was described below
(14) and above (15), now could be detailed as follows

• An element at theith row andjth column ofDEuc is
selected and consecutively, the entireith row, as well
asjth column ofDEuc are deleted;

• Another element is selected from the remaining part of
DEuc, whose size has been reduced to

(

M|u − 1
)

rows
and

(

M|u − 1
)

columns. Consecutively, the above-
mentioned deletion is applied toDEuc again;

• Repeat the last two steps untilDEuc is reduced to a
matrix having only a single element.

Apparently, the set of indices of all the elements selected
during the above procedure constitutes a possible realiza-
tion of P. Then, the sum of all the selected elements,
namely

∑

(i,j)∈P
DEuc(i, j) is exactly the maximization-

based objective function in (17).
1) A Particular Realization ofP: During the above-

mentioned procedure of constructing a legitimateP,
we may always select the specific element located at
the diagonal of DEuc, i.e. we let i = j for all
selected elements. The resultant pairing pattern ofP

may then be specifically denoted byPDiag, which is
given byPDiag = {(1, 1), (2, 2), . . . ,

(

M|u,M|u

)

}. There-
fore, according to (33), each component in the sum of
∑

(i,j)∈PDiag
DEuc(i, j) is actually related to the same

Euclidean distance, i.e. to the “Distance of Cloud Centers”
of f2

am ·
∣

∣xu[m] − xu[n]
∣

∣

2
shown in Fig.2. Hence, after

substituting
∑

(i,j)∈PDiag
DEuc(i, j) into the right-hand

side of (31), we can obtain a lower estimate of the UB
of a SCMA MU, which is given by

UB
∣

∣

lower

PDiag
=

Mu
∑

m=1,
∈Xu

Mu
∑

n=1, 6=m,
∈Xu

1

Mu

e
−

f2
am·|xu[m]−xu[n]|2

4N0 .

(35)
It is interesting to point out that the expression on the right-
hand side of (35) happens to be the classical UB of a MU in
the single-link direct transmission scenario, which employs
the amplified constellation ofXu. SinceUB

∣

∣

lower

PDiag
is a

lower-bound estimate of the practical UB observed by a
SCMA MU, it implies that a MU supported by a SCMA
system cannot outperform its orthogonal counterpart

while employing the same constellation, power ampli-
fication factor and channel resources. This is also the
fundamental reason for the phenomenon observed in Fig.7.

2) Suboptimum Realization ofP: It has been clarified
below (14) that the number of legitimate patterns forP

equals toM|u!. When considering the system parameters
listed in Table I,1024! legitimate pairing patterns have to
be considered by the procedure of findingPm,n of (17),
which is excessively complex to complete in a brute-force
manner.

Alternatively, we attempt to replacePm,n by one of
its near-optimum counterparts, which may be found at the
cost of an affordable computational complexity. In more
detail, according to the general procedure of determining
a legitimateP introduced earlier in Section IV-B, once
an element ofDEuc(i, j) has been selected, its other
elements also located in theith row or jth column, such as
DEuc(i, k) orDEuc(t, j) have to be excluded in the ensuing
selections.DEuc(i, j) may be the maximum element in the
entire set of elements included in either theith row or the
jth column. Then, letD′

Euc(i, j) represent the maximum
element of the remaining part ofDEuc after deleting theith

row andjth column. However,DEuc(i, k) andDEuc(t, j)

may also be a pair of relatively large elements. Hence it
is still possible that we haveDEuc(i, j) + D′

Euc(i, j) <

DEuc(i, k) + DEuc(t, j). In this case, according to the
objective function of (17), which aims for maximizing
the sum of

∑

(i,j)∈P
DEuc(i, j), it is better to opt for

DEuc(i, k) or DEuc(t, j) instead of selecting the maximum
elementDEuc(i, j) in that step.

Furthermore, we found that the elements in the diag-
onal of DEuc, which are also used in (35) have mod-
erate values among all the elements ofDEuc. Hence
we regardDEuc(i, i) + DEuc(j, j) as a benchmark and
compare the sum ofDEuc(i, i) + DEuc(j, j) to that of
DEuc(i, j)+DEuc(j, i). Then, the pair of elements resulting
in a higher sum is selected. This is equivalent to converting
the optimization of a huge set, which hasM|u elements to
the individual optimization of a range of small constituent
sets, where each of these small sets only has two elements.
Our algorithm that performs the search for finding a near-
optimum pairing pattern is summarized by the pseudo-code
of Algorithm 1.

Actually, during our simulations, the optimum pairing
patternPm,n introduced in Section III-B1 is replaced by its
suboptimum approximation ofPSubopt, which is obtained
according to Algorithm 1. To elaborate a little further, once
a pair of elements inDEuc that satisfies the condition of
the 8th line in Algorithm 1 is detected, a performance
degradation will be imposed on our SCMA aided MU with
respect to an OMA aided MU. This leads to the conclusions
provided at the end of Section IV-B1.

These “inferior” elements inDEuc are due to the pairs of
solid dots having a “Short Distance” between two different
CP-Clouds, which have been shown in Fig.2. We attribute



Algorithm 1 Search for suboptimum pairing ofPSubopt

1: Inputs: m,n,N0;
2: Initialization : k = 0,D ∈ RM|u×M|u ;
3: D = Construct-DEcu (m,n,N0);
4: Benchmark = 2 ·D(0, 0);
5: while D.cols() +D.rows() > 2 do
6: [i, j] = max-element-index(D);
7: if i! = j then
8: if D(i, j) +D(j, i) > Benchmark then
9: PSubopt(k) = D(i, j); k ++

10: PSubopt(k) = D(j, i); k ++

11: else
12: PSubopt(k) = D(i, i); k ++

13: PSubopt(k) = D(j, j); k ++

14: D = Del-row-col(D, i, j);
15: else
16: PSubopt(k) = D(i, j); k ++

17: break
18: for i = k to M|u do
19: PSubopt(i) = Benchmark;

20: return PSubopt

the existence of these “Short Distances” in Fig.2 to the
specific component of

∑U
v=1
v 6=u

xv in (5), which distorts

a SCMA MU’s original constellation ofXu. From this
perspective, a CP-Cloud seen in Fig.2 may be regarded
as a dispersion of its cloud center.Hence, intuitively,
the criterion of designing a high-performance synthetic
SCMA codebook for improving the performance of a
specific MU is that of concentrating the dispersed solid
dots of a CP-Cloud around the cloud center as close as
possible in a specific MU’s partitioning diagram.

3) Extension to Rayleigh Fading Channels:The philoso-
phies introduced in Section IV-B1 and Section IV-B2 may
also be directly applied to Rayleigh fading scenarios. In
contrast to the AWGN scenario, the only difference for
the Rayleigh fading scenario is that a new square-shaped
matrix, namelyDProd ∈ RM|u×M|u is defined for replacing
DEuc in (34), whose element at theith row andjth column
is given by

DProd(i, j) =

Ω
∏

ω

1

1 + |x[i]ω−x′[j]ω|2

4N0

. (36)

Hence similar conclusions may be obtained, but the details
are omitted owing to space-limitations.

C. Benefit of Cloud Partitioning of Synthetic SCMA Code-
book

It has been evidenced in Section III-C by Fig.3 and Fig. 4
that R0

∣

∣

Upper

AWGN
in (18) provides a more accurate approxi-

mation of the cutoff rate thanR0

∣

∣

Lower

AWGN
in (21), which

retains an adequate accuracy even in the low-SNR region.
This phenomenon actually benefits from our cloud-style

partitioning of our synthetic SCMA codebook illustrated
in Fig. 2. The detailed reason behind this will be revealed
later in this subsection.

Let us reconsider the average M-SEP of a MU, whose
union bound was previously formulated in (30). Let us
assume furthermore that a constellation pointx[i] in the
synthetic SCMA codebookX is broadcast by the BS,
which carries theuth MU’s information symbol ofxu[m].
At uth MU, x[i] is detected asx′[j]. The uth MU’s
information symbol inx′[j] may be denoted byxu[n]. Once
we havem 6= n, a pairwise error event that incorrectly
convertsx[i] to x′[j] occurs at theuth MU, which is the
classic definition of pairwise error events. According to
this definition of pairwise error event and by exploiting the
union bound concept [33] again, we obtain the conventional
union bound of the average M-SEP for a MU, which may
be formulated as

pe ≤
1

M

∑

x[i]∈X

∑

x′[j]∈X ,

xu[n] 6=xu[m]

e−
|x[i]−x′[j]|2

4N0 . (37)

It can be readily shown that this union bound is identical
to that of UB

∣

∣

Upper

AWGN
given in (32). Hence, according to

the straightforward relationship betweenUB
∣

∣

Upper

AWGN
and

R0

∣

∣

Lower

AWGN
, which has been discussed in Section III-C,

R0

∣

∣

Lower

AWGN
in (21) may be alternatively defined as a result of

still employing the conventional categorization of pairwise
error events.

It is widely recognized that the inaccuracy of the union
bound in estimating the error probability is dominated by
the discrepancy between an original decision region and
its extended version in a simplified binary constellation
based system. Intuitively, the higher the number of the
original decision regions involved in a detection algorithm,
the larger the above-mentioned discrepancy becomes. In
the system model considered herein, the number of deci-
sion regions required by the conventional categorization of
pairwise error events is as high asM|u · (Mu − 1) + 1.
Correspondingly, the actual decision region of every filled
dot in Fig. 2 is very small. For example, the actual decision
region ofx′[j], namelyAconv is represented by a pentagon
seen at the bottom-right of Fig. 2. Hence, when applying the
union bound to approximate the pairwise error probability
of Px[i]→x′[j], Aconv will be replaced by a half area of the
entire coordinate planeAhalf . Therefore, the inaccuracy of
this approximation is proportional to|Ahalf −Aconv|. By
contrast, the number of decision regions required by the
cloud style categorization of pairwise error event is only
Mu, which implies that only the pairwise error events such
asxu[m] → xu[n] are taken into account. Explicitly, the ac-
tual decision region ofxu[n] may be visualized by the cloud
centered aroundxu[n], which may be denoted byAcloud

that is significantly larger thanAconv. Consequently, when
applying the union bound theorem, the inaccuracy of the
approximation becomes proportional to|Ahalf −Acloud|.



SinceAcloud � Aconv, the inaccuracy imposed by employ-
ing the union bound theorem will be significantly mitigated.
Furthermore, when employing the system parameters listed
in Table I, the number of decision regions increases from
4 to 3073, if the could style categorization of the pairwise
error event is replaced by the conventional categorization.
This is the reason for the poor performance ofR0

∣

∣

Lower

AWGN
.

The above-mentioned trends and findings remain true
also in the context of Rayleigh fading channels. It is
also evidenced by the trends of Fig.3, where the SEP
bounds approximated by “Approxi. CB” get more close
to the Monte-Carlo simulation-based results than the SEP
bounds approximated by “Relaxed CB”. Hence, based on
our discussions in this subsection, we may conclude that
our approximation of the cutoff rate of SCMA system ben-
efits substantially from the cloud-based partitioning of the
synthetic SCMA codebook in both AWGN and Rayleigh
fading scenarios.

D. Distribution of Product Distance in Rayleigh Fading
Channels

It has been demonstrated in Fig.5 that in contrast to
the full-rank configuration, the performance of the rank-
deficient configuration operating in a Rayleigh fading sce-
nario only incurs a slight degradation in the high-SNR
regions ofSNR ≥ 25 dB. Below we would like to reveal
the main reason behind this phenomenon.

The product distance between two constellation points
was defined in [24, (9)] and it is widely recognized that
the performance of a constellation in fading scenarios
is determined by the distribution of all of its legitimate
product distances. Naturally, the specific number and value
of the short product distances plays an important role.
Hence the distribution of product distances recorded for
the synthetic SCMA codebook of either the full-rank or
of the rank-deficient configuration is investigated in Fig.9.
Particularly, the product distances higher than ten times
of the shortest product distance in the same constellation
are excluded from the statistics owing to their negligible
impact.

Observe in Fig.9 that although the rank-deficient configu-
ration results in a lower minimum product distance than its
full-rank counterpart, encountering this minimum product
distance has a low probability. Hence, the rank-deficient and
full-rank configurations exhibit a similar product distance
distribution This fact suggests that the performance of
the rank-deficient configuration is expected to be only
marginally inferior to that of the full-rank configuration,
especially in the relatively high SNR region. This is in line
with the situation demonstrated in Fig.5.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we derived a beneficial approximation of
the cutoff rate of SCMA downlink broadcast channels,

Fig. 9: Distribution of short product distances for the
synthetic SCMA codebook of either the full-rank or of
the rank-deficient configuration, whereSNR = 25 dB is
adopted.

where both AWGN and Rayleigh fading scenarios have
been evaluated. Its accuracy across the entire SNR region
has been characterised by the associated theoretical dis-
cussions and experimental evidences. Furthermore, a range
of insights into our derivations have been provided. For
example, some general guidelines of designing a high-
performance SCMA codebook have been provided, which
were also summarized by sentences in boldface in Sec-
tion IV. The advantage of SCMA compared to LDS has
also been demonstrated. The drawback of applying the
conventional categorization of pairwise error events to the
cutoff rate derivation in the context of SCMA systems has
also been revealed.
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